Given a tree <^~, we define ^f c , the family of size k of &~, to be the set of finite sequences x k = (i l • • • i k ) of length k which are the beginning of a sequence of the tree such that i k ^ 0. The cardinality of 3~k is Z k , We denote by a(n, k) the number of ordered pairs of the path of 2T n which have exactly in common an initial path of length k. Let p nk = a(n, k)/Z%; we say that the tree is regular if lim^^ p nk = p k exists with £ fc p k = 1. Let g be a nonnegative nondecreasing function defined on the integers.
(a) We say that the tree &~ is g-regular if it is regular and if
(b) We say that the tree &* is weakly ^-regular if n sup £ fif(fc)/Kw, fc) < oo.
We consider a family of independent identically distributed random variables X Xk indexed by (J^°= 1 ^. To simplify notations and the statement of the theorems we assume the Z's to have mean 0 and variance 1. At each path x n = (i x • • • i n ) we associate the random variables
The finite set {SfJ tne^n defines a random point distribution on the real line. By assigning to each point the weight 1/Z n we define a random probability measure
where V B denotes the characteristic function of the Borel set B. We have studied the asymptotic properties of fi n (B) and ^"(t) its random Fourier transform. 
We have obtained the following theorems. THEOREM The proofs will appear elsewhere; the main tools are the use of the Fourier transform ^"(t) and the exploitation of the decomposition
A necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence in mean square of ¥" to e~t 2/2 is that Y,l = 1 kp( n > &) = o(n) asn goes to infinity.

THEOREM 2. Let &~ be a weakly g-regular tree with g(k) = k. If there is an increasing sequence k n such that
where J^k denotes the cr-field generated by X Xi , x t e (J* =le^~. .
Application to Galton-Watson process.
We consider random trees generated by a supercritical Galton-Watson process with finite variance. To avoid having to condition on nonextinction we will assume that extinction occurs with zero probability. It is easily seen that the random tree of the above process satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 2 with probability one. This strengthens the results of [4] and [5] and proves the conjecture stated in [2] . Moreover one can easily verify that the p(n, k) form a martingale for k fixed and n > k + 1.
